SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER/EARLY NOVEMBER CLASSES – Come Learn with Us!

Beginner Knitting!
Whether you are just starting or refreshing your skills, this class is for you! Learn all of the knitting basics. Cast on, knit
and purl stitch, cable, basic button hole and bind off to name a few. At the end you will have a fantastic project that will
launch your skills into your next creation! There will be five 2-hour classes.
Project: Make a pillow
Yarn: Worsted – Plymouth Homestead or Cascade 220
Cost: $125
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: (Select One) Tuesday Eve – Sept 4, 11, 18, 25 & Oct 2
or
Saturdays – Sept 22, 29, Oct 13, 20 & 27

6:30 – 8:30pm
10 – 12:00pm

Beginner Crochet!
Our first class was a success with many beautiful color combinations! Now it is your turn. Whether you are refreshing
skills grandma taught you or starting from scratch, this project was designed to jumpstart your skillset and have you an
advanced beginner in no time.
Project: Make a pillow
Yarn: Worsted – Cascade 220
Cost: $150
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Saturdays – Nov 3, 10, 17, 24, Dec 1 & 8
9 – 11:00am

Workshops & Other Classes!
Keith Leonard…Finishing Workshop!
You asked and we delivered…the master finisher, Keith Leonard will be with us for a whole
weekend. From finishing classes to multiple short row techniques and two-color brioche, he
has the skills to turn you into a confident finisher and beyond. The weekend will be packed
with special events including Keith’s famous Trunk Show with specialty yarns you will not see
anywhere else.
Be sure to scroll to the bottom of the list to see all of the classes being offered during
his stay. And…let’s be sure to give him a big Rows of PurL WELCOME!
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Block of the Month!
Looking for a fun and functional way to explore textured, lace, and cable stitches? Have you
always wanted to knit a beautiful blanket? Using one of Michelle Hunter's fantastic skill building
pattern books, Building Blocks, you can do just that. Each of the 12 squares is chock full of
technique. We'll meet the first Wednesday of the month and you'll have a month to finish the
block. Plenty of time to work on other projects while you build critical skills to have in your
knitting toolbox.
Project: Michelle Hunters Building Blocks Blanket
Yarn: Mirasol Sisa, Plymouth Merino Superwash, Hikoo Simplinatural
Cost: $200
Date & Time: Wednesday Eves - First Wednesday evening of the month, Sept 5, Oct 3, Nov 7, Dec 5, Jan 2, Feb 6,
Mar 6, Apr 3, May 1, June 5, July 3 & Aug 7
6:30 – 8pm

Building with Lace!
The third book in Michelle Hunter's skill building series is all about lace. Each panel in
this stunning shawl tackles a different lace challenge. Provisional cast on, Japanese stitches,
beading smocking, chart reading, correcting in lace. You'll experience all while creating an
heirloom piece. The stole is worked in sections with applied edges so there's no seaming!
Meets once a month!
Project: Michelle Hunter Lace Stole/Table Runner
Yarn: Hikoo Rylie
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $200
Date & Time: Tuesdays - First Tuesday of the month - Oct 2, Nov 6, Dec 4, Jan 8, Feb 5, Mar 5, Apr 2, May 7,
June 4 & July 9 11 – 1:00pm

Cast On Workshop!
Every knitter should know these five cast on techniques and where to use them...
including the provisional cast on…one of our favorites!
Yarn: Light colored, smooth Worsted
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Wednesday – Oct 3
10 – 12:00pm

Bind Off Workshop!
Learn five important bind off techniques including two decorative edges to finish off
your stitches in style…for example, a picot decorative edge.
Yarn: Light colored, smooth Worsted
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Saturday – Oct 20
1 – 3:00pm
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Mastering DPNs Workshop!
Ahh! Help! I have 5 needles and my stitches still fall off!! Join us as we demystify double point needles. Learn to
manage multiple needles, avoid laddering, and keep all of your stitches on the needles. This workshop will give you
plenty of practice while making a little gift pouch, perfect for holding jewelry, change or other trinkets.
Yarn: Hikoo Kenzie or Hikoo Llamor
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Friday - Sept 21
1 – 3:00pm

Short Rows Workshop!
Get comfortable working Wrap & Turn and German Short Rows. Practice, in class, on a swatch then tackle sock,
sweater and decorative shawl projects like a pro! This class is a necessity for
learning about sweater shaping.
Yarn: Worsted
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Saturday – Sept 29
9 – 11:00am

Color Workshop!
Want to know what makes certain color combinations work and others fall flat? Interested
in color theory? The healing aspects of color? How can neutrals be combined with colors
for the best results? Gain confidence in your ability to choose colors that will make your
knitting and your heart sing.
Skill Level: Any Level!
Cost: $25
Date & Time: Saturday, Sept 22

12 – 2pm

Owl Hat!
Knit this adorable Toddler (Child, Adult) hat with Bulky yarn and large needles. This hat
knits up quickly while you enjoy working cables and textured stitches and finish with a
3-Needle bind off. Add some eyes and top it off with tassels for a great holiday gift.
Yarn: Plymouth Merino Superwash Chunky
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Thursdays – Sept 20, 27 & Oct 4

12 – 1:30pm
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Staghorn Cable Hat and Mitts!
Twisted stitches combined with a classic Staghorn cable makes this unisex hat a signature
piece. This class will introduce you to the wonderful world of hats and fingerless mitts.
Techniques include knitting in the round, cables, twisted stitches, and crown shaping.
This class includes learning to make the Staghorn mitts simultaneously with the Staghorn
hat for the perfect set to keep you warm in the winter to come.
Yarn: Green Mt. Spinnery Weekend Wool or Plymouth Homestead
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Tuesdays - Oct 9, 16, 23 & 30
6:30 – 8pm

Umpqua Hat!
Jump on the Boyland Knits bandwagon! Caitlin Hunter's designs are spirited and fun.
This hat is no exception. Come winter the large brim will keep your ears warm and the
graphic motif and hat style will keep you up to date. Learn two-hand stranding, dealing with
jogs, chart reading and paired decreases. Oh, and for added fun, a multicolored pompom .
Yarn: Green Mt. Spinnery Weekend Wool, Plymouth Homestead
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays, Sept 7, 14 & 28
9 – 10:30am

Malia Buttoned Cowl!
Check out this prize winning (Yay Barb!!!) crocheted cowl in the shop. Boho style, unique
stitches and self-striping yarn used to beautiful effect. Pattern reading, gauge in crochet,
foundation chain cast on, and the bean stitch. Tackle the cowl and you'll be able to make
a matching hat, baskets and more with all you learn.
Yarn: Cascade Tangier or Noro Taiyo
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner (knowledge of basic crochet stitches)
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Tuesdays - Sept 4, 11, 18 & 25
11 – 12:30pm

Getting to Know Decreases Cowl!
Are you baffled by the abbreviations SSK or K2tog? This is the cowl for you! This stunning
lace texture is made simply with directional decreases and yarn overs. Knitted in a sport
weight yarn this cowl drapes wonderfully and makes a great three season accessory. Learn to
knit in the round, master directional decreases, chart reading, and blocking lace.
Yarn: Hikoo Sueno or Cashmere Queen
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays- Sept 7, 14 & 21
9 – 10:30am
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First Brioche!
Dip your toe into the cushy world of brioche. Just like the bread, it's fluffy and light and
oh, so yummy. A simple chunky cowl with a crocheted button band for good measure.
Learn the basics of brioche so you're ready to tackle all the beautiful patterns on Ravelry
that employ this technique.
Yarn: Mt. Colors River Wash Bulky
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Tuesday - Oct 9, 16 & 30
11 – 12:30pm

Guernsey Wrap!
Utilizing knits and purls, create a beautiful Guernsey style wrap. With all of the motif
changes, this knit is sure to keep you happily engaged. Learn to read charts, a sewn bind
off and how to block your piece in order to bring out the beauty of the stitches.
Yarn: Cascade 220, Plymouth Superwash Merino or Umina
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Thursdays – Sept 6, 20 & Oct 4
10 – 11:30am

Bella Mittens!
Whether you're a fan of the twilight series or not you'll love these mittens. Knit with a chunky
yarn, they are warm, cozy and good looking, and (BONUS!) they knit up QUICKLY! A
beautiful horseshoe cable starts in the cuff and leads seamlessly into the hand. The mittens
have a lovely and comfortable thumb gusset. Knit with double points or magic loop you'll
return again and again to this mitt for all the people in your life. If you've never cabled or
made a full mitten this is a great project to start with.
Yarn: Mt. Colors River Wash Bulky, Mirasol Ushya or Plymouth Chunky
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Tuesdays, Sept 4, 18, 25 & Oct 2
9 – 10:30am

First Crescent Shawl!
Crescent shawls are quick knits that are easy and versatile to wear. Drape it over your
shoulders, wear it askew, or wrap it around your neck to keep you warm. In this
combination of garter and lace you will master garter stripes, carry your colors as you go,
directional decreases, learn to read lace charts and the picot bind off.
Project: El Born by Erika Flory
Yarn: Sweet Georgia Tough Love Sock or A Hundred Ravens Yaksha
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $60
Date & Time: Fridays – Sept 14, Oct 12 & 19
11 – 12:30pm
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Fairy Hill Beaded Shawl!
You've been admiring this shop model for a while and now it’s time to knit it. With two sizes
to choose from, a crescent shape shawl is easier than it looks. It has just enough lace to keep
you interested without being overwhelming. Learn how to easily add beads to your knitting to
glam up any project.
Project: Fairyhill Shawl by Helen Stewart
Yarn: Mirasol Nuna or HiKoo Sueno
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Fridays – Sept 7, 14, 28 & Oct 5

1 – 2:30pm

Men’s Textured Vest!
Knit this Guernsey inspired texture vest for the special guy in your life. This vest features
a beautiful charted stitch pattern, and lots of little finishing details. Knit in the round from
the bottom up and the divided for the top, you'll learn multiple cast ons and bind offs.
Project: Hunter by Jared Flood
Yarn: Hikoo Kenzie or Green Mt. Spinnery Mewesic
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Fridays – Sept 28, Oct 5, 12 & 26
9 – 10:30am

First Top Down Baby Sweater!
Learn all the skills you need to know about top down, seamless sweater construction
and building a short row Shawl collar by making this adorable unisex sweater. Every
sophisticated baby needs one!
Yarn: GGh Topas
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Wednesdays – Oct 3, 10, 17 & 24

1 – 3:00pm

The Holland Sweater!
This sweater was a huge hit during The Green Mountain Spinnery trunk show, and no wonder!
The A-line shape is comfortable and flattering. The sleeve detail and gored front add charm
while the short rows in the back add an extra bit of length. This is going to be a classic sweater
you put on again and again.
Yarn: Green Mt. Spinnery Sylvan Spirit or Mewsic
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Tuesdays Oct 2, 9,16, 23 & 30
1 – 2:30pm
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Stillwater Sweater!
Yes, you can knit a beautiful sweater in just a couple of weeks. We made ours in only 8 knitting days!!! Stillwater by
Marie Greene continues to be a favorite on Ravelry and back by popular demand. Come join in the fun and learn all
the basics for creating and modifying a top down sweater for yourself.
Project: First Sweater
Yarn: Kathmandu or Cascade 220
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Tuesdays – Oct 2, 9, 23 & 30
6:30 – 8:30pm

Baby Socks!
A great way to learn all about basic sock construction, make theses simple, top down
baby socks as your first pair of socks. We think they are “stinkin cute” and make a
great gift! This class requires the ability to work with dpn or magic loop method.
Yarn: Plymouth Forever or Fingering weight
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $40
Date & Time: Wednesdays – Sept 19 & 26

1 – 2:30pm

Two at a Time Socks!
Technique junkies will love this class. Using the wonderful Churchmouse basic sock
pattern and a version of magic loop, you'll never suffer from 2nd sock syndrome again!
Cuff down, short row heel, kitchener stitch. Choose a DK weight yarn for a house or
boot sock, or for a perfectly matched pair, try Schoppel's Das Paar (fingering). Check
out the sample in the shop. The Das Paar is great for the knitter who prefers their
striped socks perfectly matched.
Yarn: Das Paar (fingering)
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner (with magic loop experience)
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Wednesday evenings – Sept 12, 19, 26 & Oct 10 6:30 – 8pm

Felted Soap Workshop!
Step into this easy beginner wet felting class. Felt has natural antibiotic properties and
also makes and excellent exfoliant for even the most sensitive of skin. Choose your
scent and needle felt a specific design or breakout out with a modern abstract motif.
Make two bars…one for you and one for a friend!
Project: Felt your own soap
Cost: $35
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Wednesday – Sept 12
10 – 11:30am
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Needle Felted Critters!
Have you ever wanted to try needle felting? It is crazy fun. Learn the basics making
animals and creatures while playing with color. This is a hands-on workshop.
(You might need a band aid!) Be careful, you might become addicted! Others have!
Cost: $35
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Saturday – Oct 13
10 – 12:00pm

Intermediate Needle Felting!
Take your new felting skills to a more advanced level. Play with different fibers,
textures and colors. Make a blue sheep or even a pink. Learn new tips and tricks to help
you create this adorable sheep…perhaps make more than one.
Cost: $40
Skill Level: Newbie… Beginner - No Experience Required
Date & Time: Thursday – Sept 20
6:30 – 9pm

Flowered Lariat!
Challenge yourself with this beautiful flowered lariat. This is a more advanced wet felting
class however if you are good with your hands jump on in. You will be using superfine
merino to create the flowers and multi-strand vine using soap, water and elbow grease.
Choose your color palette and watch magic happen as you turn wool fibers into
wearable works of art.
Cost: $50
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Date & Time: Saturday - Oct 13
1 – 4pm

Constant Companion!
Knit this fantastic felted bag in no time! It is large enough to stow a sweater’s
worth of yarn along with your project and accessories. Have fun choosing your
color schemes. Knit in the round, learn: I-cord, applied I-cord and felting.
Yarn: Cascade 220 and Gina
Skill Level: Been There...Advanced Beginner
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Thursdays - Sep 27, Oct 11, 18 & 25

6:30 – 8pm
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Tea Cozy!
Sheep Carousel Tea Cozy So stinkin' cute. What knitter doesn't love sheep? And what
knitter hasn't wanted to try out all kinds of techniques but doesn't have time for all kinds
of classes? In this class you'll get a little taste of lots of good stuff: stranded color work,
steeks (EEK!), vikkel braids, corrugated ribbing, I cord and centered double decreases.
Project: Sheep Carousel Tea Cozy
Yarn: Cascade 220
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $80
Date & Time: Fridays - Oct 5, 12, 19 & 26

9 – 10:30pm

Directional Pillow!
Add a pop of color to any decor with this beautiful Directional Pillow Cover. Form the squares with special
triangular shapes learning: how to stripe while carrying your second color yarn up the side; how to pick up
stitches; the Mattress Stitch; and the Three Needle Bind Off.
Project: Pillow
Yarn: Gina and Kenzie
Skill Level: Done That…Intermediate
Cost: $100
Date & Time: Wednesdays - Sept 19, 26, Oct 10, 17 & 31
10:30 – 12pm

Sip and Paint!
Looking for a fun night out with your gal pals? BYOB and get creative while painting your own one of a kind skein of
yarn. Dream up your next project as your mini or full skeins come to life. No
experience necessary just come and enjoy!
Skill level: Newbie...Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $40
Date and Time: Friday – Oct 12
7 – 9:00pm

Drop Spindle!
Make your own yarn here! Come enter the world of creating your own yarn using a drop spindle. Learn the
fundamentals of spinning fiber. The drop spindle is so easy, you can bring it wherever you go. End with a gorgeous
skein of yarn you can dye and knit into your favorite fall go to.
Skill level: Newbie…Beginner – No Experience Required
Cost: $60
Date and Time: Wednesdays – Oct 17 & 24
6:30 – 8:30pm
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KEITH LEONARD WEEKEND EVENT SCHEDULE!
Flawless Finishing!
The Ultimate Finishing Class!
Learn to professionally assemble your knitwear from the finishing master Keith Leonard,
owner of Knits All Done. In this class you will learn the tips, tricks and secrets behind
picking up stitches, weaving in your ends and the proper use of mattress stitch to seam
your prepared knitted swatches together. Be amazed as the magic unfolds and walk away
with the proficient skills to finish your knitwear professionally for years to come.
Yarn: 2 Colors Worsted weight yarn/ Us 7 24” circular knitting needles/darning needle/scissors/paper/pen
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $65
Date & Time: Saturday – Oct 20
9:30 – 11:30am
or
Sunday – Oct 21
10 – 12:00pm

*** Please see store for Pre-Class Homework Information ***

NO FEAR BRIOCHE STITCH!
Intro to two-color brioche stitch

Brioche stitch is all the rage! Although gazing upon a brioche pattern may be
intimidating, we will break down its components and get you on track in mastering
this unique, squishy and oddly constructed stitch pattern. This stitch primarily
consists of a knit-stitch knitted together with it “wrap, a yarnover from the previous
row. Come join the fun and learn some new knitting abbreviations such as “Bark”
and “Burp”!
Yarn: 2 Colors Worsted weight yarn/ Us 7 24” circular knitting needles/darning needle/scissors
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $65
Date & Time: Saturday – Oct 20 12 – 2:00pm

*** NO Pre-class Homework ***

GET YOUR SHORT ROWS HERE!
Short row fun anyone? In this class Keith will teach you how to properly work short rows
using two different colors or yarn to create 1 of 24 squares that combined turn into a
beautiful afghan called “the Lizard Ridge”. You not only learn short rows, you will learn
how to properly read and count your stitches while working two different strands of yarn
from the same ball of yarn. Disclaimer: Once you start this project, it will be very, very
hard to put it down. Be prepared for addiction, laughter, and bursts of color!
Yarn: One Skein of Noro or Worsted Self-striping/ Us 7 or 8 24” circular knitting needles
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $65
Date & Time: Sunday – Oct 21
12:30 – 2:30pm

*** NO Pre-class Homework ***
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FLAWLESS FINISHING ADVANCED!
Flawless finishing Part 1 is helpful but not required for this class
Had fun in "flawless Finishing?" Or perhaps you are a finishing pro that wants to jump to
the next level in your knitwear-finishing career? In this class watch as even more magic
unfolds as we bypass basic seams and jump into more complex finishing techniques. At the
end of this class you will have the proficient skills to conquer the finishing techniques of ANY
project. Learn how to set-in different types of sleeves, defeat duplicate stitch while weaving in
your tails, learn how to line up horizontal stripes using the staircase technique and of course,
Experience the fine difference between a "handmade" and "homemade" finished knitted or
crocheted item!
Yarn: 2 Colors Worsted weight yarn/ US 7 24” circular knitting needles/ US 4, 5 or 6 straight or circular needles/
G or H crochet hook/darning needle/scissors
Skill Level: Been There…Advanced Beginner
Cost: $65
Date & Time: Saturday – Oct 20
3 – 5:00pm

*** Please see store for Pre-Class Homework Information ***
•

TRUNK SHOW! FASHION SHOW! ART SHOW!
…or just an evening out!
If you haven’t had a chance yet to take one of Keith’s classes and would like to meet him, now is your chance. Enjoy
an evening viewing his fabulous collection of specialty yarns that you will not see anywhere else. The garments will be
modeled for you to admire and inspire!
Let us also introduce you to our newest Artists at Rows of PurL, Meredith Wood and Ducky of Ducky’s Sheep Shack.
They will be showcasing some of their latest works and excited to get to share their inspirations!
Cost: Event is Free! Specialty Yarns and Art will be available for purchase!
Date & Time: Saturday - Oct 20
6 – 9:00pm
* * * Please feel free to bring and share your favorite dessert! * * *

*Supplies are not included in the price of the class*
*We respectfully ask that class supplies be purchased at Rows of PurL*
*10% discount to students for class supplies*!
*Please note that our classes are for adults unless otherwise indicated*
*Please note that makeup classes are at the discretion of Rows of PurL and private lessons are available for an additional fee to any who have missed
one or more classes in order to complete projects*

Please contact store at 908-879-0403 to sign up for classes. We are excited to see your amazing creations come to life! Please
review store Policies & FAQs for further information.

SKILL LEVEL METER Newbie…Beginner - No Experience Required!
Been There…Advanced Beginner - Ability to knit and purl is required.
Done That…Intermediate - Knit, purl as well as increasing, decreasing and working in the
round required.
Can’t Touch This! Advanced - Advanced techniques for knitters with several projects under their belt.
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